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Appendix

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON SYSTEMATIC SEARCH
STRATEGY
Table A.4.1. Search syntaxes per database
Data base &
search date

Search specifications

Search syntax

PubMed

Title and Abstract

February 2,
2015

[Title/Abstract]
Time span: from 2005
to 2015

Web of Science

Topic [TS]

February 4,
2015

Time span: from 2005
to 2015

WorldCat
February 10,
2015

Title [Ti] and subject
[Su]
Time span: 2005 -2015

[Neuroenhancement OR neuroenhancers
OR neuroenhancing OR cognitive enhancement OR cognitive enhancers OR
neuroenhancing technologies OR neurotechnologies OR neural enhancement
OR performance enhancement OR brain
augmentation OR cognitive augmentation
OR neuro-enhancement OR neuro-enhancers OR neuro-enhancing OR enhance
cognitive performance OR performance
enhancing drug OR pharmacological
enhancement OR perfomance enhancing
technologies OR enhancement devices OR
human enhancement]
AND
[Experience OR experiences OR opinions
OR opinion OR reasons OR reason OR
attitude OR attitudes OR perspectives OR
perspective OR motive OR motives OR justification OR debate OR ethical OR ethics
OR issues OR legal OR societal OR social
OR neuroethics OR neuroethical OR neuroethically OR ethically OR argument OR
arguments OR objection OR objections]11
[Neuroenhancement OR “cognitive enhancement” OR “human enhancement”
OR “pharmacological enhancement” OR
“enhancing technologies” OR “brain augmentation” OR “enhancement debate”]
AND
[Neuroethics OR neuroethical OR neuroethically OR argument OR arguments OR
objection OR objections OR ethically OR
experience OR experiences OR opinion
OR opinions OR reasons OR reason OR
attitudes OR attitude OR perspectives OR
perspective OR motive OR motives OR justification OR debate OR ethical OR ethics
OR issues OR legal OR societal OR social
OR discussion]1
Neuroenhancement OR “cognitive enhancement”

11 Due to progressive insights and the specific purpose of this review in relation to the
research topic, we eventually decided to remove papers from our literature selection that
were related to motives, experience, attitudes and reasons regarding the use of cognitive
enhancers.
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Table A.4.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature on ethics of tES-based
neurotechnologies
Inclusion criteria
•
•

Use by healthy individuals (children or adults)
Use for purpose of cognitive enhancement

•
•
•

tES-based technologies (tDCS, tRNS, tACS)
English language
Books and peer-reviewed articles published between 2005 and 2015

Exclusion criteria
•

Use by elderly or people with a disorder (psychiatric or somatic)

•
•
•
•

Deep brain stimulation, TMS, biotechnologies, eugenics, brain implants, or training
Use for purposes related to military environment, medical professionals, or sports
Experimental or clinical studies
Non-western perspectives (e.g. Japan, Korea, Buddhist)

•
•

Use for purpose of moral, or emotional enhancement
Book reviews

Table A.4.3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature on ethics of pharmaceutical
enhancers, with child-centered perspective
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•

Use by healthy children (< 18 years)
Use for purpose of cognitive enhancement
Pharmaceutical enhancers, or other type of neuroenhancer to improve cognitive

•

abilities
English language

•

Books and peer-reviewed articles published between 2005 and 2015

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use by university students or adults
Use of non-medical substances (caffeine, smoking, alcohol)
Deep brain stimulation, biotechnologies, eugenics, brain implants, or training
Experimental or clinical studies
Non-western perspectives (e.g. Japan, Korea, Buddhist)
Use for purpose of moral, or emotional enhancement
Book reviews
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Table A.4.4. Overview of selected literature sources
Author(s)

Type of
source

Main focus12

Type of enhancers
discussed

Chatterjee (2013)

Book
chapter

Ethics related to tES

TMS, tDCS, prescription drugs

Cohen Kadosh
(2012)
Dresler et al. (2013)

Journal
article
Journal
article
Book
chapter
Journal
article

Ethics related to tES

tDCS

Ethics related to tES

tDCS, TMS

Ethics related to tES

tDCS

Ethics related to pharmaceutical enhancers, child

Stimulant prescription drugs

Fitz & Reiner (2014)
Flanigan (2013)

Gaucher et al.
(2013)

Journal
article

perspective
Ethics related to pharmaceutical enhancers, child

Stimulant and
non-stimulant pre-

Graf et al. (2013)

Journal

perspective
Ethics related to pharma-

scription drugs
Stimulant prescrip-

article

ceutical enhancers, child
perspective

tion drugs

Hamilton et al.
(2011)
Hildt (2014)

Journal
article
Journal

Ethics related to tES

tDCS, TMS

Ethics related to tES

tDCS

Lapenta et al. (2014)

article
Journal
article

Ethics related to tES

tDCS

Lev (2010)

Journal

Ethics related to en-

Neuroenhancers

article

hancers, child perspective

(not specified)

Levy & Savulescu
(2014)
Maslen, Earp et al.

Book
chapter
Journal

Ethics related to tES

tES

Ethics related to tES, child

TMS, tDCS

(2014)

article

perspective

12 The term “main focus” relates to the two types of literature sources that we considered
relevant for this review: 1) sources that discuss the ethics of tES, and 2) sources that
discuss ethics of neuroenhancers (i.e. pharmaceuticals in most cases) and that specifically
apply a child perspective.
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Author(s)

Type of
source

Main focus12

Type of enhancers
discussed

Nagel & Graf (2013)

Journal

Ethics related to pharma-

Stimulant prescrip-

article

ceutical enhancers, child
perspective
Ethics related to pharmaceutical enhancers, child
perspective

tion drugs

Sing & Kelleher
(2010)

Journal
article

Stimulant prescription drugs
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